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Date: 13=" January 2009 

Dear Mr Kn’owles 
/ 

Re: _Gosport !, ,n.puests {Joint instruction) 

Thank you for your letters of the 4th December 2008 and 6~" January 2009 and our subsequent 
telephone ~onversation, 

You have asked me to make comments in relation to three areas, Firstly comments on the 
statements provided by the two expert witnesses, Dr Andrew Wil¢0ck and Professor David 
Black Secondly you have asked me to comment on the difference between prescribing practice 
now and in 1999 and thirdly you asked me to comment on Dr Barton’s practice in t999. 

1. W’rth regard to the ¢omments of the expert witnesses it is notable that there are two main 
issues -in~deCluate note keeping and prescribing practice, particularly in relation to opiates. 

Dr Wilcock also felt that in relation tO two of the cases, Enid ,Spurgin and Geoffrey Packman, 
there was a case to be answered that the care was grossly negligent, This did not appear to be 
the view o~ PrOfessOr Black. 

In ’relation to note keeping, best practice would dictate that every encounter with a patient is 
documented. A particular criticism is that on eccasions opiates were prescribed or the dose 
increased without any apparent justification in the medical, records. This is fair comment. 

The second criticism is of prescribing practice, particularly opiates. Dr Wilcock’s view would 
appear to be one of marked caution particularly in prescribing for the very elderly and would 
appear at times not to be set in context ie on some occasions his view w~uld appear to be 
ensudng safe prescribing and not necessarily effective prescribing, given that in at least one 
the patients the nursing documentation is littered with references to the patient being in pain. 

Dr Wilcock specifically criticises me for not reducing the dose of Diamorphine enough (or 
stopping it). I can provide a detailed response to this if you wish. 

ContinuedL.. 
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Thirdly in relation to the ¢~se to be made for gross negligence I feel that in both patients, Enid 
Spurgin and Geoffrey Packman, Dr Wilcock has failed to take account of, or has not re~ognised 
the prognosis of botl~ of these patients in his comments on their management, In my view. both 
of these patients had an extremely poor prognosis which Dr Wilcock appears not to have 
recognised, ie his views on the management of these two patients have not been set in context, 
it is perhaps of note that he is a palliative care physician with an interest in medical ontology 
and I believe that one would, h~ve to question how much experience he has had in managing 
patients like Mrs Spurgin and Mr Packman. It is notable that Professor Black who loraotices 
geriatric medicine, and who almost certainly has extensive experience of dealing with such 
patients,, felt that both these patients had an (extremely) poor prognosis. 

I also believe that Dr Wilcock’s views on what would, have been optimal managementof the~e 
patients reflects academic palliative care practice ~nd does not even reflect mainstream 
paltiative/~ospiee practiee today, eg Dr Wilcock refer~ to measuring respiratory rat~ and 
saturations. This would not be practised within the Rowans Hospice locally, according to the 
senior consultant there, Dr Huw Jones, to whom I spoke recently. Also Dr Wi!cock refers to 
administering Naloxone to reverse the effects of opiates. This is not without problems, ie 
causing significant pain !! 

2, Next you asked me to comment in the difference between prescribing practice then and now. 

I think that medical and nursing staff within our department are now much better informed, 
about prescribing of opiates, in particular, than they were in 1999. 

in 1999 1 was not aware of the existence of the Wessex Palliative Care Protocol~ nor, would 
suspect,, were (most of) my consultant colleagues, I also suspect in 1999 there was low 
awareness of good prescribing practice of opiates within General Practice. 

In 2009, while prescribing practice of opiates within tl~e Department of Medicine for Older 
People is good, ! do not believe that that knowledge extends far beyond our own deFarf~r~ent 
(and the Palliative Gate Service). Many junior staff come into our department poorly educate,:l 
in the prescribitlg of opiates, My local consultants in palliative care tell me that palliative care 
(opiate) prescribing in primary care (General Practice) is still poor. 

AS you are aware, Diamorphine and other drugs were prescribed with a (wide) dosage range in 
1999. I do not believe that this would happen today, certainly within the Division of Medicine for 
Older Persons, but two of my colleagues in Portsmouth, Dr David Jarrett and Dr Jane Tandy 
have told me that they quite clearly remember opiates being prescribed in a variable dose in 
other hospitals within Portsmouth (including the acute hospital) when syringe ddvers were fi~’~.t 

introduced (sometime before 1999), 

it is also of note that even today the Wessex Palliative Oare Protocols refer to the fact that it 
may be nece~ary to administer between 20rag and 200rag of Diamorphine to relieve pain and 
it may have been from this source that variable dose prescribing arose, 

3, Lastly you asked me to comment on Dr Barton’s practice. Was this common in 1999? 

in relation to note keeping it has !~een my experience when visitir~g community hospitals where 
GP’s provide day-to-day ;are that note keeping was of a ~tandard not dissimilar to that of Dr 

Barton.                                                         Continued.~. ,. 
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In 19~9 1 had recently’ moved to Portsmouth from Southampton and had experien;e of note 
keeping in Rom~ey Hospital and to a lesser extent Fenwick Hospital and Lymingto.n Infirrnar~’, 
where note keeping was of a similarly bdef nature, much as would have. been the case withir~ 
GP records, in primary care at tl-iat time, 

I think it would I:~ important to point out that on transfer to a community hospital one would not 
expect the same detail of clerking and. note keeping as would b~ unde#taken on admission tc 
an acute hospital. (On occasions I have seen patient~ in community hospital~ who have had 
nothing recorded in their note~ on admission! !) 

My impression was that whila Dr Barton’s notes were usually brief, she had usually captured 
the essence of the reason for transfer in her notes and recorded important changes in patients’ 
condition, 

. ,, 

in relation to prescribing in GP community hospitals and in primary care, my experience and 
that palliative ¢~r~ consultant c~lleagu~ in Southampton, was that tt was 9enerally poor in 
!999 ~nd remain~ poor today, 

I. hope these comments ate helpful. If you would like me to elaborate further should be very 
happy to do so. 

Yours sincerely 

Code A 

Dr R I Reid 
Consultant Geriatrician 
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